Assignment 7

Due on: 2020-01-18, 12:00 AM

Week 7

1. Full score of TACIC is
   a. 50 points
   b. 100 points
   c. 200 points
   d. Finite to the other options

2. A plough plane can be connected:
   a. With a hand plane
   b. With a circular saw
   c. With a band saw
   d. With the other options

3. File produced by TACIC and used by DCAs is TACR
   a. (i)
   b. (ii)
   c. (iii)
   d. (iv)

4. The plough plane is:
   a. A cutting tool
   b. A tool for shaping wood
   c. A tool for boring holes
   d. A tool for driving nails

5. Number of written tests in TACIC specificities file is
   a. 1
   b. 2
   c. 3
   d. 4

6. In TACIC, section 3 refers to:
   a. Milling plan
   b. Layout plan
   c. Section plan
   d. Store plan

7. Assisted plane tree syntax:
   a. Home tree with attributes
   b. Leaf with attributes
   c. Correct plane tree
   d. Home of the given system

8. The value of 3:5 or 3:1 is
   a. 3:1
   b. 3:2
   c. 3:4

9. Syntax directed translation language is:
   a. Directing grammar
   b. Backward translation
   c. Forward translation
   d. Backward option

10. Files processed by TACIC are:
    a. (a) and (b)
    b. (c) and (d)
    c. (a), (c) and (d)
    d. None of the other options

11. Tools attributes are removed by:
    a. Joint
    b. Plane
    c. Sander
    d. None of the other options

12. YSTRU defines the type for:
    a. Spatial
    b. Timeline
    c. Direction
    d. None of the other options